Abstract-CypherDB addresses the problem of protecting the confidentiality of database stored externally in a cloud and enabling efficient computation over it to thwart any curious-but-honest cloud computing service provider. It works by encrypting the entire outsourced database and executing queries over the encrypted data using our novel CypherDB secure processor architecture. To optimize computational efficiency, our proposed processor architecture provides tightly-coupled datapaths that avoid information leakage during database access and query execution. Our simulation using a well-known database benchmark TPC-H over a commercial grade Database Management System (SQLite) demonstrates that our proposed architecture incurs an average of about 10 percent overhead when compared with the same set of operations without secure database processing.
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INTRODUCTION
D ATABASE-AS-A-SERVICES, one of the rapidly emerging services in Cloud Computing, provides database outsourcing, database administration and query execution services to the client. However, one of the biggest barriers toward dependable cloud computing is the security concern. As revealed by a global security study [1] , more than half of the participants rated data security as their major consideration of storing their data in a cloud.
A major deficiency in cloud security is that user data is stored in third-party servers in plaintext. Although it is assumed that the cloud service provider can be trusted by a contractual agreement, it does not necessarily imply that the server administrators are equally trustworthy. A recent security breach in Google [2] shows that any server administrator with access to the confidential information can abuse it at ease. An even worse issue is that an honest-but-curious server administrator is capable of performing massive breach of privacy without being detected. One obvious solution to protect against such attack is by encrypting the outsourced database without revealing the encryption key to the administrator. However, it poses one daunting challenge: the computation on an encrypted data without the encryption key is at best very inefficient, or at worst impossible.
To address this security problem, there have been many proposed solutions: using homomorphic encryption [3] , [4] , [5] or using a trusted coprocessor [6] , [7] . However, they are either incomplete or infeasible (with low efficiency). In this paper, we propose a novel cloud system architecture called CypherDB, which is based on re-designing the processor architecture to support arbitrary computation on encrypted data. Our design tightly couples database encryption with our proposed architecture. With our method, the encrypted data from the database can be operated in our novel processors in a distributed and parallel manner. Our main contributions are as follows:
To the best of our knowledge, CypherDB is the first to use processor architectural design to successfully protect remote operation on encrypted database against any honest-but-curious administrator. We introduce a novel approach to encrypt the database that allows database operation to be performed efficiently and securely on CypherDB secure processor in a distributed database system. We propose a run-time memory partitioning system to secure on-the-fly execution with a novel use of software-transparent cache line encryption and a per query random key. We show that CypherDB, being able to support arbitrary database operations, requires only a minimal software changes and achieves well performance with only 10 percent performance overhead on average. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the CypherDB cloud execution model. Section 3 describes the database encryption strategies. Section 4 describes the design of our novel processor architecture. Section 5 presents the experiments conducted and the performance evaluation. Section 6 provides a security analysis to our solution. Section 7 describes related work. Section 8 concludes the paper. Fig. 1 depicts an application scenario of our CypherDB cloud model, which involves two parties: a cloud service provider (CSP) and a database owner. The database owner exports an encrypted database to the CSP for future querying. The CSP hosts the database server and provides storage and database administration service to the database owner.
CYPHERDB OVERVIEW
To process the encrypted database, a server/node in CSP has to be "empowered" with two features: 1) equipping a CypherDB secure processor and, 2) having the database encryption key stored inside the processor chip. We refer these "empowered" servers/nodes as secure servers/ nodes. A normal server/node (without neither CypherDB secure processor nor database encryption key) is not capable of processing the encrypted database. To query the outsourced database, the database owner communicates with a single secure server as if the entire database is stored in it. In CSP, outsourced encrypted database is partitioned and stored in a distributed manner, whereas the secure server manages the query processing on such distributed database.
Architectural Model of a Secure Server/Node
Each CypherDB secure processor has a unique private key burned into the processor chip and is not accessible to any software. Database encryption key K db can thus be sent to the processor chip through key encapsulation-encrypting K db with the public key of the processor and decrypting it using the on-chip private key [8] . Such key exchange mechanism allows different database owners to send their K db to a single secure server/node. Therefore, secure servers/nodes can process the encrypted database from any database owners as far as their corresponding K db is submitted. Fig. 2 depicts the architectural model of a secure server/ node. The DBMS, running on top of the host operating system (OS), can process the encrypted databases from different database owners (with the corresponding K db stored inside the secure processor). The CypherDB software support, which is embedded into the DBMS, can talk to the secure processor in order to perform some security-critical tasks (e.g. submitting the encapsulated K db to the processor, triggering hardware support to process encrypted data). Fig. 3 depicts the execution flow of outsourcing and querying the encrypted database outsourcing. The database owner first encrypts the database with K db and specifies the columns to be built as indices before outsourcing it to the CSP. The distributed encrypted database is managed by multiple secure nodes whereas the indices are built accordingly.
Execution Flow
To query the outsourced database, the database owner can set up a secure query session by sending K db and a query encryption key K Q to the allocated CypherDB secure processors. In brief, it involves the following procedures:
1) The database owner requests a secure query service from CSP and specifies the resources needed (e.g. number of cores, bandwidth). 2) The CSP allocates the resources as requested and sends all the public keys {PK i } of the secure processors involved to the database owner.
3) The database owner encrypts K db with all public keys. K Q is only encrypted with the public key of the secure server PK C he talks to. He further signs a digital signature SigðE PK ðK db ; K Q ÞÞ that binds K db and K Q together to be verified by the CypherDB software support. 4) The database owner sends all encrypted database encryption key {E PK i ðK db Þ}, query encryption key E PK C ðK Q Þ and the digital signature SigðE PK ðK db ; K Q ÞÞ to the CSP. 5) The CSP distributes {E PK i ðK db Þ} to the appropriate secure processors in order to store K db securely onchip. It further verifies SigðE PK ðK db ; K Q ÞÞ and stores K Q on the secure processor chip of the secure server. Upon receiving the query from the database owner, the secure server first pushes the selection workload to the preallocated secure nodes. After that, the secure nodes send back a set of relevant encrypted records. The secure server will then compute the final join or aggregation workload. Finally, the query output is encrypted with K Q before returning to the database owner.
Database Virtualization
We envision that the CSP could set up a collection of servers/nodes equipped with CypherDB secure processors, which forms a secure cluster. Resource pooling can thus be performed in the secure cluster for secure query processing. We address four important virtualization features that may be potentially impacted by our proposed solution, which are discussed as follows:
Resource allocation. Since each CypherDB secure processor can accommodate the database encryption keys from different database owners, the CSP can allocate any available secure server/nodes, following the key exchange procedure described in Section 2.2, to the database owners upon a request of secure query session.
Resource re-allocation. Migration of process may be necessary due to load balancing and fault tolerance in the Cloud (i.e. move the query processing process from one secure server/node to another). In this case, the CSP can re-allocate some secure server/nodes and send the corresponding secure processors' public keys to the database owner for exchanging the database encryption key to those "new" secure server/nodes. On the other hand, database owner may also request for more resource by repeating the secure query session request described in Section 2.2.
Distributed storage. In CypherDB, the database is encrypted in logical level that eases the partitioning process. Horizontal partitioning (i.e. in a record basis) can be performed directly on the encrypted database without involving any re-encryption.
Multi-tenancy. CypherDB secure processor contains an on-chip memory for key storage that can accommodate multiple database and query encryption keys from various database owners. CypherDB software support is responsible for managing the multi-tenant execution environment and switching the use of the on-chip database/query encryption key accordingly so as to support multi-tenant query processing on a single server/node.
Threats and Assumptions
We assume the CSP in our model is honest-but-curious. In general, it obeys any communication protocol agreed with the database owner and deploys database operations correctly. Any detectable tampering can be protected by a contractual agreement between them. However, this cannot protect any passive attack leaving no trace on the system (i.e. read/copy data from storage disk, main memory or probe processor-tomemory data bus). The goal of an adversary is to read the content of the database without being detected. In summary, we consider the following threats and assumptions:
An adversary can launch a malicious process or virtual machine or even get access to the OS layer to copy or read the data in off-chip memory. He can also probe the memory bus to read the data in processor-to-memory traffic. The communication channels between the database owner and secure server or among secure servers and secure nodes are all open and subject to eavesdropping.
CypherDB processor is assumed to be the only trusted hardware in the system. Other off-chip hardware components are assumed to be malicious. The DBMS (with CypherDB software support) is assumed to be securely booted by employing secure boot technology (e.g. Bastion [9] , TPM [8] ). Run-time Execution Validator [10] can also be employed to ensure that the DBMS is running as expected. Side-channel attacks such as timing-attack or poweranalysis attack are not considered in this paper because these attacks are prohibitively costly to implement in a typical data center environment. Indeed, to launch these attacks, the attacker needs to breach physical security of the data center and this is highly unlikely to happen. Any hardware tampering on the processor is also assumed to be infeasible in the cloud environment.
DATABASE ENCRYPTION
In this section, we discuss how the database owner encrypts the database before outsourcing it to the Cloud. The database is encrypted in logical level to allow scalable and parallel query processing. The choice of encryption scheme is to allow efficient processing in our CypherDB secure processor. The entire database is protected by encrypting each field of a database table. We refer a field and a row of a database table as attribute and record respectively in the rest of the paper.
Attribute Encryption
Each attribute is encrypted with AES in one of two modes: 1) counter mode (AES-CTR) or, 2) output-feedback mode (AES-OFB). These two encryption modes are chosen due to two important objectives: 1) off-loading the encryption/decryption work, and 2) transforming block cipher into stream cipher, which are favourable in our processor design.
Algorithm 1 explains the operation of these two encryption modes in pseudo-code. AES-CTR encrypts any attribute less than or equal to 128 bits. The function Enc ctr encrypts the l-bit long attribute, denoted as a, using the 128-bit attribute seed s and database key K db . The encryption is done by XOR-ing the most significant l bits of the encryption pad with the data (lines 3-5). To encrypt the attribute longer than 128 bits, AES-OFB function Enc ofb generates a series of 128-bit encryption pads to be encrypted with the data (lines [14] [15] [16] . The most significant l bits of the concatenated encryption pad p 0 p 1 . . . p m is then used to encrypt the attribute data (lines [17] [18] [19] . Decryption is done by XOR-ing the ciphertext with the same encryption pad (lines 6 and 20) . Note that AES-CTR and AES-OFB both use AES encryption but in different operation modes (lines 4 and 15).
Attribute Encryption Seed
The challenge of encrypting the attribute with AES-CTR and AES-OFB is to maintain the uniqueness of the seed s under the same database key K db [11] . In other words, each attribute across a database must own a distinct seed to each other (spatial uniquess), whereas the seed for the same attribute must not repeat for every update operation on that attribute (temporal uniqueness). Despite the security concern, the choice of encryption seed can also result in performance problem. If we simply assign a random 128-bit unique seed to each 32-bit/64-bit attribute, it not only introduces 5Â/3Â database storage overhead, but also increase the program execution time because these encryption seeds have to be processed (to generate the encryption pad) for the actual data encryption/decryption.
Seed Components
Due to these security and performance concerns, our design is to leverage the logical schema of the database to formulate the seed. In the structure of a logical schema, if each element of the schema has its own identifier (ID), each attribute can be identified by ðdatabaseID; tableID; rowID; columnIDÞ which is spatially unique across various databases and tables. Temporal uniqueness can be achieved by appending a global incremental counter cntr to each record, which is shared by each attribute within that record. Although having a record counter introduces a penalty on re-encrypting the non-updated attribute within that record, it is chosen due to two reasons. First, it can significantly reduce seed overhead because the counter cntr is not an element in the logical schema which has to be stored externally. Second, this penalty is insignificant on any analytical data mining workload because such workload is read-intensive rather than write-intensive.
Seed Formulation
In a typical database application, logical schema is used in most operating layers and is eventually translated into its physical schema in order to locate the record in the database file. The formation of the attribute seed can thus embedded into the logical-to-physical schema translation software process. In other words, the actual program execution is able to "generate" the encryption seeds by re-using some software execution parameters, at runtime. Take SQLite as an exmaple. The address of an attribute in a record is stored in an array aOffSet [ColumnID] where ColumnID is the index. This index is thus used as one of our attribute seed components. This approach has two main advantages: 1) significantly reduces the storage overhead and, 2) introduces minimal software execution overhead. Only the record counter cntr i needs external storage and software management.
Index Protection
Encrypting the attribute with AES in either CTR or OFB mode prohibits the B þ -tree indexing, which is one of the most commonly used indexing strategies in database system. To allow remote indexing and protect the indices at the same time, we adopt order-preserving encryption (OPE) to encrypt the indices in the same way as suggested in [12] .
OPE is an encryption scheme that can perform order operations on ciphertexts in the same way as plaintexts (i.e. Enc(x) > Enc(y) iff x > y) and is well proven to reveal no additional information about the plaintext values beside their order [12] .
The use of OPE to encrypt the indices can achieve two important objectives: 1) to allow remote indexing in the cloud for scalability and elasticity, and 2) to leverage the order-preserving property of OPE for efficient B-tree index search because decryption is not required for range check operation. Fig. 4 shows an example of a record of database table containing three attributes in a database table. The attribute longer than 128 bits (Remark) is encrypted with AES-OFB, and otherwise (ID, Name), encrypted with AES-CTR using K db . Each corresponding attribute seed is shown in the blanket in the format of (databaseID, tableID, rowID, columnID). Assume the attribute ID is used as an index, it is further encrypted by OPE and the output ID OPE is appended to the encrypted tuple. While the encrypted tuple is sent to the Cloud, the column ID OPE is used directly (without decryption) to create the indices in the Cloud. The encrypted record is stored according to the storage strategy of the DBMS.
An Illustrative Example
Remote Database Modification
As the database can be dynamically changing over time, a mechanism to support remote modification of the encrypted database is necessary. The major challenge in CypherDB is that users can easily lose track of the attribute seeds being used in encrypting the data. To overcome this challenge, a dynamic database attribute seed management is developed to ensure the uniqueness of the attribute seed used. The key idea is to let users do a bookkeeping on the attribute seed table.
For any database management system, CREATE TABLE, INSERT, DELETE and UPDATE are the most commonly used operations in modifying any database. We therefore discuss the working principles of the attribute seed management under these operations.
CREATE TABLE. To create a database table, users can issue the CREATE TABLE query statement as normal. The cloud server then needs to send back the corresponding databaseID and tableID to the users so that they can be used to encrypt the new records.
INSERT. To insert an encrypted record to the outsourced database, it involves the following 3 steps procedures: 1) chooses an unused rowID and attribute counter from the attribute seed table, 2) encrypts the record with the corresponding attribute seed, and 3) insert the encrypted record to the Cloud.
DELETE. To delete an encrypted record from the outsourced database, it first retrieves the rowID of the records being deleted to update the attribute seed table before deleting the entries. The procedure involves three steps: 1) select the rowID of the records being deleted from the outsourced database, 2) update the attribute seed tables by incrementing the counter value of the corresponding rowID, and 3) delete the records from the outsourced database.
UPDATE. Updating the record can be achieved by deleting the old record and inserting the updated record. This contains the following procedures: 1) retrieve the records that needs to update, 2) delete the records from the outsourced database, 3) update the attributes locally, 4) reencrypt the records with an unused rowID and attribute counter, and 5) insert the updated and encrypted records.
After each of these operations, the attribute seed table in the Cloud has to synchronize with the one at the user side so that the DBMS in the cloud server can have the most updated attribute seed for query execution. This attribute seed management can be automated by a software layer, which consists of 234 LOCs in our implementation prototype.
PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we present our proposed CypherDB secure processor architecture that is capable of processing the encrypted data and protecting the query output.
Under our threat model, data must stay strongly encrypted outside the processor. Data confidentially is thus achieved if the processor only fetches (or stores) encrypted data from (or to) off-chip memory. The operating mechanism of our proposed processor involves three steps: 1) decrypts encrypted data loaded into the processor; 2) performs the specified database operation; 3) re-encrypts the result of the database operation before storing to off-chip memory. Such on-chip decrypt-process-encrypt operation has to be performed on every off-chip processor-to-memory data transaction. A simple database operation such as Query 1 in TPC-H [13] can result in millions of off-chip memory transactions. As a result, our secure processor architecture must be able to handle such off-chip memory transaction efficiently.
Another challenge in designing the CypherDB processor architecture is to minimize the software modification for deployment consideration. Having the data encrypted, the DBMS now has to handle the ciphertext rather than plaintext in our proposed architecture. The difficulty is that any intermediate value of the database operation stored off-chip also needs to be encrypted. This requires a non-trivial modification of several operation layers in DBMS. The issue of minimizing such modification without incurring additional processing penalty is a challenging problem.
Design Overview
The key idea behind the CypherDB architecture in addressing the above challenges is to deploy dedicated hardware data paths to separately handle the three different types of data commonly found in any database application. In general, all data in a database application can be classified into three types: 1) attributes data, 2) metadata and 3) execution data. Attribute data represents the data from the database. Metadata includes non-sensitive information such as page header, record offset that is useful for the DBMS to manage the storage or access of the database records. Execution data is the intermediate value generated on-the-fly during program execution stored in heap or stack memory.
These three different types of data are stored in different locations on off-chip memory, which are designated as "compartments". Each memory compartment has its own data path to load its data into the processor securely and efficiently. Using our techniques, the DBMS only needs to explicitly handle the encrypted attribute data whereas the execution data is protected transparently by a specific hardware protection circuit. Thus, the major software modification can be confined to the data access layer only.
Architectural Overview
Fig. 5 depicts the architectural model of the CypherDB processor. Off-chip memory is divided into three parts: seed storage compartment (SeedMem) for storing encryption seeds, secure memory compartment (SMC) for storing execution data, and data page compartment (DBPage) for storing attribute data and metadata. There are three data paths to execute these three types of data. AES encryption engines are used on two data-paths to process the encrypted database data and protect the memory content in SMC.
Four new special registers are designed to store the encryption keys. On-chip private key is written into the on-chip nonvolatile register during chip manufacturing. There is no instruction support to modify or extract this key from the register. For the other three encryption keys, there is only instructions support to store the keys into these on-chip registers but without providing any instruction to extract them out. Database and query encryption keys can be dynamically stored into the on-chip registers with special instruction. SMC encryption key is generated by the on-chip random number generator at the beginning of the secure query execution.
DBPage and SMC seed buffers are on-chips memory used to store the encryption seeds in AES-CTR and AES-OFB encryption. The purpose of these on-chip buffers is to reduce the off-chip memory access on fetching the seed for encryption.
New Instructions Support
The new instructions and their functionalities to support CypherDB is summarized in Table 1 . During the key exchange between the database owner and the cloud servers, the database encryption key and query encryption key are stored into the on-chip registers via the load_encKey instruction. verify_encKey is used to verify the digital signature. To start the query execution, start_cypherdb_query is executed to allocate the SMC memory, generate a per-query encryption key by the random number generator and store it in the on-chip memory. switch_encKey is used to switch the encryption key between database encryption key and query encryption key along data-path 2 . To end the query execution, end_cypherdb_query is executed to free the SMC memory and destroy the SMC encryption key.
Data Path Design
In order to evaluate the performance impact of the three types of data accesses during a database query operation, we investigated the off-chip memory access profile, which is reported as having the most impact on execution time when performing database query [14] . Our investigation is based on executing the 22 queries in TPC-H [13] on SQLite using a cycle accurate simulator, Simplescalar [15] , which resulted in three observations: Almost half of last-level data cache misses are caused by loading the metadata. Execution data has a high data reuse profile on the last-level cache-only less than 0.5 percent of them contribute to the last-level data cache misses. Last-level data cache misses on loading the attribute data varies from 2 to 34 percent. In view of the above observations, the design of CypherDB processor is focussed on providing three different data paths to handle these three types of data according to the aforementioned characteristics. The three data paths are ( Fig. 5 ) :
Data-path 1 . It is an unmodified data path akin to that used in a conventional processor to process the non-sensitive metadata. There is no processing penalty caused by this data path. Data-path 2 . The attribute data is executed on this data path. Software handling is needed to perform on-chip decryption/encryption on the attribute data. As registers are the only software controllable onchip memory, the encryption/decryption engine is therefore placed between the level 1 data cache and the register files. Data-path 3 . All execution data has to follow this data path where the encryption engine is placed closest to the chip boundary due to its high last level data cache hit characteristic. The encryption or decryption is done on the entire cache line which is completely transparent to the application software. To optimize performance, the off-chip encryption seeds are loaded into two separate on-chip buffers, DBPage seed buffer and SMC seed buffer, to encrypt/decrypt the attribute data and execution data respectively.
Secure Access on Attribute Data
One major disadvantage of this decrypt-process-encrypt operation is that the encryption and decryption operation is on the memory access critical path which is proven to be the performance bottleneck for a database system [14] , [16] . Even if an optimized symmetric block cipher like AES is used, memory access latency to off-chip memory would increase by over 30 percent [17] . Using block cipher to encrypt the data also requires non-trivial handling of the encrypted data in software because the ciphertext has to be loaded into the processor in a fixed block size.
This shortcoming is alleviated through the use of AES-CTR and AES-OFB as discussed in Section 3.1. Their impacts on the processor design are described as follows:
1. Latency offloading. Prior to loading the attribute data for processing, the attribute seed can be "generated" during the program execution. Through pre-computing the The encryption pads are generated automatically for AES-CTR and AES-OFB using the hardware AES encryption engines while the software is only responsible for triggering the encryption. 2. Stream Encryption/Decryption. Encrypting the data in streaming fashion simplifies the code generation task for accessing the encrypted attribute data because the data manipulations on attribute data are often byte, instead of block, oriented. Padding of byte-wide attribute data is thus not necessary, unlike the use of direct AES encryption.
This two properties are best illustrated using an example as shown in Fig. 6 . This can be seen, a code segment in C searches for the letter 'e' in a string variable name and then performs some database operations. The variable name is a data container for storing an attribute of VARCHAR type. Consider the case where name ¼ "alex", which is stored as a 32-bit string 0x616c6578. Without using secure processing, the assembly code generated for the C construct is shown with typically four instructions. In order to use our CypherDB secure processor, the string name is stored in an encrypted form as cipher text 0xa358f2bc. This needs to be decrypted using the 128-bit pad value 0xc23497c4..... which has been pre-computed. In this case, the secure code segment only requires the lb (load-byte) instruction be replaced by a twoinstruction sequence: the mld instruction to load the seed of the corresponding attribute into the special register Reg seed to pre-compute the encryption pad p, and the slb instruction to load the encrypted data from the database page buffer and perform on-chip decryption. Decryption is done seamlessly, by shifting the encryption pad accordingly, within the CypherDB processor one byte at a time in a streaming fashion.
Secure Memory Compartment
The reason of having SMC memory region on data path 3 is to protect any temporary execution data which may compromise security. To prevent such information leakage, any execution variable derived from the attribute data must also be encrypted on-chip before storing it in off-chip memory. One proposed solution to solving this problem is to use the technique of information flow tracking [18] , [19] . This method taints all the intermediate data that has implicit and explicit relationship with the encrypted data. Although this solution can effectively trace the data that would potentially leak the sensitive information, it is still challenging to put it into practice [20] .
In CypherDB architecture, the execution data is stored in SMC where each individual cache line in this memory compartment is encrypted using a hardware protection circuit embedded in the cache controller. We assume SMC can be dynamically brought up by some existing hardwareassisted isolated execution solutions such as Iso-X [21] or Bastion [9] .
Putting the encryption/decryption engine between the last level cache and the off-chip memory satisfies two requirements: 1) the overhead of encryption is incurred only when data is written back to external memory from the cache, thus reducing the performance overhead incurred by securing the execution data; 2) the protection mechanism is transparent to the database software, thus minimizing the requirement for software modifications.
Cache Line Encryption
For every memory transaction, each SMC cache line is decrypted/encrypted using AES-CTR when it is loaded into (or written back from) the processor. AES-CTR is used to offload the encryption penalty from the critical path by parallelizing the seed encryption and off-chip memory access of the cache line. Since the last level cache line usually consists of multiple 128-bit data blocks, multiple hardware encryption engines can be operated in parallel on those data blocks. Thus, the entire cache line can be decrypted/encrypted in a single cycle.
To ensure security, a unique seed is generated for each cache line for the entire SMC memory space. This unique cache line seed, CLSeed, is produced by concatenating two fields: 1) the tag portion of the physical memory address, and 2) a unique counter value count val: CLSeed ¼ physical address tag jjcount val:
The count val associated with each cache line is stored in off-chip memory, and is incremented every time the cache line is written back to off-chip memory. In this means, each cache line is uniquely encrypted and security is therefore guaranteed.
Random Per-Query Key
To encrypt or decrypt information, an encryption key is required in addition to the unique seed value. Cache line encryption using AES-CTR has been extensively studied in [22] , [23] . However, these approaches use a single shared key to encrypt the entire memory space. This can lead to two significant drawbacks: 1) using a constant key introduces vulnerability to attacks; 2) in counter mode encryption, the counter could overflow and the count value would wrap around, thus compromising security because the seed value is no longer unique.
In CypherDB, for each query execution, a random key generated by the on-chip random number generator is used to encrypt the cache lines in SMC. This random key is overwritten when a new query is executed. The idea of employing such per-query random key is based on two major insights: 1) In database applications, a query is self-contained, and it is unnecessary to carry forward the execution data to another query. 2) Operation on the encrypted database is transparent to the user who is only interested in the result of the query. Consequently, the user does not need to have knowledge of the key used, and a random key would be suitable. The advantages of using random per-query key to encrypt the data in SMC are three-fold. Firstly, it isolates the encryption protection on attribute data and on-the-fly execution data by employing different encryption keys. Even if one can break the encryption in SMC, the most critical secret-the database encryption key K db , is still safe from tampering. Secondly, the uniqueness of the seed used in database encryption can remain "unpolluted" regardless of the execution in SMC. This makes the re-encryption of the attribute data with a new seed value become data-update dependent rather than program-execution dependent. Lastly, regenerating the encryption key for each query processing can refresh the uniqueness of the physical address and the incremental counter so as to reduce the re-encryption frequency.
Query Output Protection
After processing the query on the encrypted database, the query output has to be sent back to the user. Protection on the query output is necessary because it contains aggregation result or the actual data of the encrypted database.
The query output is protected by encrypting it in the same way as attribute encryption. This can be achieved because the result of the SELECT query can always be organized in a database table where the select-list right after the SELECT clause defines the columns of the table. For instance, the callback function in SQLite returns a row of the query output at a time, where the items in the select-list are stored in an array. Each item of the query output can therefore be encrypted by AES-CTR and AES-OFB, except the attribute seed is in the form of ðqueryID; rowID; columnIDÞ. The reason of using AES-CTR and AES-OFB is the same as attribute encryption -to facilitate the processing in our secure processor.
Query Execution Flow
In this section, we demonstrate how CypherDB secures query processing on the encrypted database with the use of the aforementioned three data-paths. For ease of illustration, we consider a query to be processed as "SELECT Name, Remark FROM table WHERE ID OPE < 24675431" (see Fig. 4 ).
In this query, the operation involves a B þ tree search on the index (ID OPE ), copying the relevant attributes (Name, Remark) to some temporarily variables (dataBuf in Fig. 7 ) and returning back the query result (dataBuf) to the user. Fig. 7 shows the data flow of this query operation in CypherDB.
Before the start of query execution, the DBMS follows two steps to set up the secure execution environment: 1) load and verify database and query encryption keys via load_encKey and verify_encKey instructions respectively, and 2) generate the SMC encryption key and setup SMC memory via start_cypherDB_query instruction. The database encryption key is set as the default encryption key along data-path 2 .
The query execution starts by following data-path 1 to process some metadata and search for the index. Note that the index is encrypted with OPE such that no decryption is needed for the index search.
For a matched condition (ID OPE < 24675431), the related encrypted attributed has to be processed along data-path 2 . Before accessing the encrypted attribute, the seed value is first loaded into the seed register Reg seed via mld instruction. The encryption pad is generated using database encryption key with the value in Reg seed and the attribute counter in DBPage seed buffer. To access the encrypted attribute, the encrypted data is loaded into the processor via secure_load instruction.
The result of the operation, which is the data itself, has to be stored in SMC. Prior to storing the modified cache line (cache line 3) back to the off-chip memory, the whole cache line is encrypted with SMC encryption key and an incremented counter value in SMC seed buffer together with the physical address along data path 3 .
Eventually the data stored in dataBuf has to be returned back to the user as a query output. This has to be done in 3 steps: 1) load the encrypted cache line along data path 3 ; 2) switch the encryption key from K db to K Q via switch_encKey instruction on data path 2 ; and 3) encrypt the query output using K Q and the query seed (see Section 4.7) along data path 2 .
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the performance of CypherDB on encrypted database is compared with that without encryption. The total execution cycles are measured in both cases and the resulting slowdown percentage is recorded. CypherDB incurs performance overhead in two places: 1) extra instruction executions when copying the on-chip database seeds into Reg seed to perform on-chip data decryption/encryption; 2) extra memory accesses when fetching the counter value of the attribute seeds or SMC seeds from off-chip memory. Our evaluation is conducted using a set of computationintensive analytical workload on database which makes high demand to the cloud resources. The simulation framework and the selected workload are first described. We then present our experimental results with a case study based on a commercial DBMS.
Simulation Framework
We evaluate CypherDB architecture using the SimpleScalar tool set [15] . We model a speculative out-of-order processor with a two-level cache hierarchy with separate data and instruction caches. The parameters used in simulation are shown in Table 2 .
In our experiments, a separate 16-bit seed bus is used to load the counter value of the tuple and SMC seeds into the corresponding on-chip buffers. The attribute and the SMC counter seeds, both 16-bit wide, are loaded from off-chip memory. Each time either seed value is reloaded to the onchip buffer, latencies are incurred due to off-chip memory access and the need to generate a new encryption pad value.
For each measurement, we execute the query twice. The first query is to fill the pipeline and the data page buffers in main memory. All performance measurement, including the query output protection, is only taken on the second query execution. In the simulations, we ignore the database/query encryption key exchange and random perquery key initialization overhead because it is negligible when compared to the steady-state performance.
Workloads
In our study, we first use a data access kernel to evaluate the performance impact of the on-chip decryption/encryption on data path 2 . Our second experiment is to run a scaled down workload, DBmBench [24] , on a real database system, SQLite [25] , in order to study the effect of the cache line decryption/encryption on data path 3 . Finally, a comprehensive performance evaluation on different representative query executions is conducted with the use of the TPC-H [13] benchmark. In all experiments, the data set is generated by the TPC-H data generator and is encrypted with our database encryption method described in Section 3.
Data access kernel. Our data access kernel is configured to perform sequential scan and B þ -tree non-clustered index scan on a 100 MB data file which consists of 600k records. These two scan operators are chosen because they are the most dominant data access operators in any DBMS. They represent two major data access patterns: predominantly sequential (sequential scan) and predominantly random (non-clustered index scan) record access. We further compare the performance impact of AES-CTR in CypherDB with an alternative approach that uses conventional AES block cipher to perform the same on-chip decryption/ encryption on the same data path.
DBmBench. DBmbench contains three representative queries that accurately mimics the well-known TPC database workload [24] at the micro-architecture level. These queries includes three dominating operators: 1) sequential scan (uSS); 2) index scan (uIDX) and; 3) join query (uNJ).
To compare the performance of CypherDB architecture with the same query execution over an encrypted database using homomorphic encryption, we create a homomorphically encrypted database using the same methodology in [4] : the database is encrypted with Order Preserving Encryption for range check, Pailliar Encryption for summation, blowfish for equality check. To construct a similar query execution environment over the homomorphically encrypted database in line with [4] , an application program written in C is used to perform the aforementioned three representative queries using the unmodified SQLite libraries. To perform summation operation, gmp library is used to multiply the encrypted data.
TPC-H. We evaluate the performance of CypherDB over the 22 queries in TPC-H. In our experiments, the evaluation is performed on a 100 MB dataset, which is the largest volume of data that can be process in reasonable time using our simulation environment.
Performance on Data Access Kernel
In our experiments, a dedicated function sumðnÞ is used to add n attributes within a record together. Such summation operation is performed on 20 percent of the records. In our implementation, every off-chip memory access on an attribute seed fetches a block of seed counter value via the 16-bit seed bus. Based on our investigation (see Appendix A), it is found that the DBPage seed buffer of 8 bytes block size, which can accommodates four attribute seed counter value, is most efficient in both sequential and random record access. Table 3 compares the performance of CypherDB approach with a direct AES encryption approach. CypherDB executes additional instructions of around 20 percent on sequential scan and 1.2 percent on index scan. Using direct AES encryption introduces on-chip decryption latency for loading every encrypted data. As each attribute is encrypted in 128-bit cipher block, the decrypted data used up more space in cache memory, resulting in extra offchip memory accesses to fetch the data. It results in 160 percent slowdown while CypherDB has a steady performance of around 45 percent for sequential scan operator. This comparison shows that AES-CTR, in addition to its softwarefriendly characteristic, performs better than a direct AES approach in terms of performance.
Case Study on SQLite
In order to evaluate CypherDB on a complex system, we run the benchmark DBmBench and the well-known benchmark TPC-H on SQLite. We modify the file access layer and incorporate the DBPage seed into the software execution as discussed in Sections 3 and 4 accordingly. The modified file access layer (see Appendix D) consists of 208 additional LOCs.
Performance on DBmBench
As SMC seed buffer is to store the counter value for cacheline encryption, its implementation is akin to an conventional cache architecture. According to our investigation (see Appendix B), a SMC seed buffer with 8 bytes block size, fully associative, and with least-recently-used replacement policy yields the best performance. Based on this architecture, we evaluate the performance impact of CypherDB with SMC buffer size ranges from 32 to 128 kB as shown in Fig. 8 . Without any on-chip DBPage or SMC buffer, the performance overhead on DBmBench is around 17 percent on average, ranging from 13 to 20 percent. The performance overhead is not significantly higher even without on-chip buffer because our data path design introduces no processing penalty on the execution of the non-sensitive metadata, which is proven as the culprit of most data stalls in our benchmark profiling. To achieve a better performance, on-chip buffers can significantly reduce the performance slowdown of uIDX query from 20 to 12 percent. A slight performance improvement can also be observed on uSS and uNJ queries by reducing 2 and 3 percent slowdown percentage respectively. Less than 0.3 percent slowdown is attributed to the query output encryption for all queries. Table 4 shows the executed instruction overhead on the three queries in DBmBench, as introduced by copying the attribute seed into Reg seed . The instruction overhead of uNJ is relatively high because the execution involves nested loop join on two tables. Extra instructions are used to copy the corresponding tableID of the attribute seed on this query execution. In contrast, uSS and uIDX execution involves one table only, therefore has less instruction overhead than uNJ execution.
Performance Comparison with Homomorphically Encrypted Database
We further compare the performance of CypherDB architecture with the execution on a homomorphically encrypted database. Our evaluation, as shown in Table 5 , shows that the execution over a homomorphically encrypted database suffers from a significant slowdown ranging from 52 percent on uSS to 1,333 percent on uIDX. The slowdown on uSS is minimal because only equality and range check are performed in this query, where blowfish and OPE encryption are very efficient on these operations respectively. In spite of their efficiency on these operations, blowfish and OPE encryption transform any data less than 64 bits into a 64-bit cipher. It thus induces extra execution overhead on handling the enlarged data throughout the DBMS execution, resulting in a moderate performance overhead on uSS execution. On the other hand, uIDX and uNJ both involves summation, which requires the multiplication of two 2,048-bit Pailliar encrypted data. By transforming a 32-bit integer summation function into a multiplication operation of two 2,048-bit data, the execution cycles of uIDX and uNJ increases by 14Â and 8Â respectively. CypherDB, on the contrary, maintains a steadily reasonable performance overhead of 11 to 17 percent, regardless of the operations involved. Fig. 9 illustrates the performance of CypherDB on TPC-H queries. The average performance overhead is only 10 percent ranging from 3 percent for query 11 to 23 percent for query 14. The query output encryption results in 0.35 percent slowdown on average. We also evaluate the instruction count overhead of the 22 queries in TPC-H as summarised in Table 6 . On average, there is around 14 percent more instructions being executed in our proposed solution, ranging from 8 percent in query 12 to 28 percent in query 14. This instruction overhead is the main contributor to the performance degradation. CypherDB increases the database size by 28 percent, of which 21 percent comes from the OPE encrypted indices. The remaining 7 percent is because the encrypted data disable the compression in SQLite. 
Performance on TPC-H
Evaluation on FPGA Platform
To have a more practical evaluation environment, we implemented our CypherDB secure processor, particularly datapath 1 and data-path 2 , on a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) platform. We built our CypherDB secure processor architecture based on OpenRISC [26] , an open source RISC soft-processor. We also employ the open source AES encryption engine from OpenCore [26] . Our hardware implementation is specified in Verilog. It is synthesized and implemented using ALTERA Quartus 14.0 design tool targeting the DE2i-150 board with a Cyclone IV SoC FPGA. The modified SQLite-3.6.14 is running on top of Linux-3.13. DBmBench is used to evaluate the hardware implementation of CypherDB secure processor. Our evaluation metrics are based on the timing function built in SQLite which can report the total CPU time taken during query execution. The accurate timing information is provided by a hardware tick timer implemented in FPGA. In all experiments, each query was ran five times and the average CPU runtime is recorded. We ran the queries on 500 MB and 1 GB database which comprises of around 4 and 8 millions records, respectively. Fig. 10 shows the total CPU time spent on processing the queries on 500 MB and 1 GB database. It is found that the performance overhead caused by the on-chip decryption along data-path 2 is negligible in uSS and uNJ due to our careful hardware design. uIDX shows a modest performance penalty ranging from 14 to 26 percent. To investigate the reason of these performance overhead, we analyzed the CPU time spent on user codes and kernel codes separately. Our investigation found that the CPU time spent on user code ranges from 1 to 11 percent. These overhead is caused by the extra instructions since they were inserted in user code space. On the other hand, the CPU time spent on kernel code ranges from 20 to 43 percent. It is because the record counters occupied a small portion of the physical memory. With the reduction of the available memory, more time is spent on kernel to allocate and free memory for the query execution. This overhead is observable due to an experimental limitation that only a small memory (64 MB) is available in our FPGA evaluation platform. It would be alleviated with the use of a larger memory.
SECURITY ANALYSIS
We now evaluate the security of CypherDB system. Our discussion is focused on protecting confidentiality of the data because the goal of CypherDB is to prevent information leakage through passive attack.
Database Security
The security of AES-CTR and AES-OFB is well-proven [27] , except that they pose a strong requirement on the encryption seed -must be unique for each datum under a single encryption key. Otherwise, the confidentiality of the data may be compromised due to the "two-time" pad attack caused by re-using the same encryption pad. In our proposed encryption scheme, each attribute seed is spatially and temporally unique across the databases for the same database owner, as described in Section 3.2. Various database owners have their own unique database encryption keys K db such that the seed uniqueness concern is confined to a single party. It therefore greatly simplifies the attribute seed management and is relied on the CypherDB supported software to handle the seed uniqueness. Re-encrypting the database with a new encryption key may be necessary when the attribute seeds, either the logical schema ID or tuple counters, overflows. These parameters are set to a sufficient large value to avoid frequent re-encryption.
CypherDB employs three different encryption keys for various encryption purposes. The database encryption key is therefore isolated for the ease of maintaining the seed uniqueness. The use of these encryption modes however provides some security strength. It is because the encrypted data are non-deterministic due to the unique encryption seed used. It means that even two attributes are of the same value, the encrypted data looks completely different. CypherDB does not stress on encrypting the query statements. One may concern the information leakage from the query statements. We refer it as an indirect information leakage. Take a query statment like "SELECT NAME, AGE FROM TABLE WHERE ID='1234';" as an example. An adversary can learn from this unencrypted query statement that the user is searching for NAME and AGE with a certain ID number. However, he is unable to learn the exact information because all the query outputs are encrypted. The corresponding information leakage is at most the number of entries satisfying the WHERE clause. Such indirect information leakage can be solved by sending dummy output result but it is not considered in this paper.
System Security
CypherDB protects all sensitive data storing in off-chip memory with strong encryption. Breaking the encryption is made infeasible by not revealing the encryption key and using a unique seed value for database encryption and cache line encryption.
Potential attack can be launched by impersonating the database owner to query the encrypted database. For example, an adversary can impersonate the database owner to issue a query with his own query key. In this attack, the adversary can make use of the "empowered" CypherDB processor to learn the sensitive data, even though the encryption key is not disclosed. However, this is prohibited because the digital signature of each query key can verify the owner of the query key. The query key is stored in onchip register without revealing after verification. The adversary is unable to impersonate or read the query key.
To crack the database encryption, the adversary can send a wrong seed value to the seed register in order to perform "two-time-pad" attack. This is however out of scope in this paper because such attack has to alter the program execution which is protected by [10] . Also, it will also result in an incorrect database operation, which violates our curiousbut-honest administrator threat model.
RELATED WORK
Many solutions have been proposed to secure database outsourcing. CryptDB [4] uses SQL-aware encryption to support confined set of operations heavily used in database but fails to address analytical operations. Split client-server [28] execution approach allows approximate filtering at the server and compute the final query result at the client which is impractical when dealing with big data on a resourceconstrained client computing device. The approach in [5] combines the above methods but requires careful modification of the query and demonstrates up to 2Â performance slowdown. Alternatively, TrustedDB [6] permits query execution entirely inside a secure co-processor but introduces almost 8Â slowdown.
The decrypt-process-reencrypt style operation involved in our CypherDB processor design has been studied and used in commercial product. TPM [8] can perform on-chip encryption/decryption by using a sealed key stored inside the chip. However, it offers no protection to the decrypted data once it leaves the chip. Passive reading on the memory is thus made possible. Cipherbase [7] uses a trusted FPGA, acting as a co-processor, to perform decrypt-process-reencrypt database operation by decomposing the database operations at the operator level. However, the communication between the server and FPGA becomes another bottleneck on large database processing. CypherDB is the first to use this decrypt-process-reencrypt style operation on the processor execution model.
Re-designing the processor architecture to encrypt the off-chip memory was also extensively studied in [22] , [23] , [29] , [30] . These approaches use solely hardware mechanism to encrypt the entire off-chip memory, including the code and data, as a whole. This heavily prohibits database virtualization in the cloud because re-encryption is required when the data migrates from one storage/computational node to another. CypherDB, which encrypts the database in its logical schema, enables the virtualization through a combined software and hardware design.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a novel processor architectural design to perform secure and efficient query processing on an encrypted database. With minimal modifications to the database application software, our proposed processor architecture, CypherDB, can achieve a higher security and performance efficiency when compared with solutions using homomorphic encryption or trusted co-processor. Our simulation results show that it introduces on average 10 percent performance overhead and 14 percent executed instruction count overhead and 28 percent storage overhead. Further reduction in the performance and instruction count overhead may be possible via register sharing of the attribute seed and the program execution.
Our work is being extended in several directions. One interesting direction would be to incorporate our system into an in-memory database environment, which potentially is more efficient in accessing data. Another direction relates to the use of vector processing in the modern processor systems.
APPENDIX A DBPAGE BUFFER CHARACTERISTIC STUDY
We analyze the DBPage buffer behaviour on running the data access kernel. We first evaluate the DBPage buffer miss rate against different buffer block size which are A miss of DBPage buffer refers to a failed attempt to locate the corresponding attribute counter. Not surprisingly, the buffer miss rate decreases with increased buffer block size on sequential scan operator but remains constant for index scan due to the corresponding sequential and random tuple access pattern. In index scan, the buffer miss rate reduces proportionally with the number of attributes being evaluated within a record due to the shared attribute seed.
To investigate its performance impact, Fig. A2 depicts the percentage slowdown of these two scan operators on various buffer block size. The performance slowdown is caused by the DBPage buffer misses and the execution of the additional instructions to copy the seed into Reg seed . The result shows that only a small buffer block size with 8 bytes can reduce the slowdown percentage significantly from more than 300 percent to around 40 percent. However, a large block size can cause significant performance overhead on index scan because of its high buffer miss rate and the memory access overhead on loading a large buffer block via a 2-byte seed bus. As a result, a small DBPage buffer block size of 8 bytes can give a fairly good performance on both sequential and index scan operators.
APPENDIX B SMC BUFFER CHARACTERISTIC STUDY
We analyze the SMC buffer behaviour on running three representative queries in DBmBench. We emulate the SMC buffer with the conventional cache architecture and investigate its characteristic using three metrics: 1) buffer size; 2) associativity and; 3) buffer block size.
The analysis is based on the buffer miss rate. A buffer miss occurs when there is an attempt to load/store a cache line from/to the off-chip memory, but fails to fetch the corresponding cache line seed in the SMC buffer. Fig. B1 shows the buffer miss rate with increasing buffer size with fully associative and least recently used (LRU) replacement policies.
The result shows that the miss rate starts to drop at 1 kB buffer in uIDX while that happens in uSS and uNJ at 64 kB buffer. It is because the frequent B þ tree access reduces the buffer miss rate significantly with increased buffer size in uIDX. In contrast, uSS and uNJ are dominated by sequential operations, resulting in an insignificant impact of the increased buffer size.
Although uSS and uNJ maintains a relatively high buffer miss rate, the seed buffer access is only 16 percent and 19 percent of the total off-chip cache line transaction on uSS and uNJ respectively. In other words, most of the cache line transactions are done on the DBpage compartment but not on the secure memory compartment. In contrast, almost all the cache line transactions in uIDX query happen on the secure memory compartment. It is because B þ tree reduces the number of access to the database but, in return, generates more intermediate data for execution.
We also evaluate the buffer miss rate with different associativity, ranging from 2-way to 64-way. All three queries, however, maintains a steadily high buffer miss rate with increasing buffer size.
Figs. B2a, B2b, and B2c show the buffer miss rate on various buffer block size. Interestingly, all three queries exhibits the same characteristic that the buffer miss rate drops significantly at 8 bytes block size. It shows that the working data set of the DBMS is usually in the size of 256 bytes.
APPENDIX C QUERY OUTPUT ENCRYPTION SENSITIVITY STUDY
In order to study the effect of the enlarged query output data size and entries towards the overall performance penalty, we further conducted two experiments to evaluate it. The first experiment was performed to evaluate the overall performance slowdown against the query output data size. The query output size was controlled by a function substr() to extract a sub-string of some binary data from a database containing very large images. We studied the slowdown percentage caused by the query output protection with the query output data size ranges from 1 byte to 1 GB bytes. Fig. C1 shows the corresponding evaluation. It shows that the performance penalty is less than 0.1 percent when the query output data size is less than 10k. More performance slowdown (up to 2.3 percent) can be observed with increasing output data size because more output data is being encrypted. When the data size starts to exceed 100MB, it starts to drop off. This alleviation is due to the increased query execution cycles on accessing more data pages, flushing and filling the data page buffers.
The second experiment was performed to evaluate the performance slowdown against the query output entries. In this experiment, we used the same dataset in TPC-H in our previous experiments. To control the number of query output entries, we used a query -SELECT attribute FROM table LIMIT n; to select the number of query output entries from the database by varying the variable n. We studied the slowdown percentage caused by the query output protection with the query output data entries ranges from 1 entry to 100 M entries. The evaluation is shown in Fig. C2 . The performance penalty increases with the number of query output entries (up to 0.9 percent) but drops off when it exceeds 10 k entries.
APPENDIX D SQLITE MODIFICATION
The main modification of SQLite is on the data access layer. To illustrate the changes, we take the data access layer from the database file as an example. The major modification is to store the attribute seed value into the seed register before loading the encrypted data.
SQLite uses a Virtual DataBase Engine (VDBE) to execute a query. To access an attribute, a virtual machine instruction "Column P1 P2 P3" is executed by VDBE, where P1 (tableID) and P2 (columnID) points to the table and column being accessed respectively and the value extracted is stored in P3. Each record is organized in a payload format where rowID is stored in info.nKey. Fig. D1 presents a simplified description of the changes in SQLite. The codes under OP COLUMN are the execution logic of the op-code "Column" in VDBE. SerialGetScopyðÞ is the secure data access layer that load each byte from the database file via slb (secure_load) instruction. To load the seed value, mld instruction are inserted before SerialGetScopyðÞ. In our implementation, the operand of mld instruction determines which part of the attribute seed is being loaded.
